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CURRENF lOUCATIHN NFS t)1, TW)-YEAR COLLFC
MATHEMATICS FACULTY MUST BF MKT!

Rapid developments in technology and changing student enrollment

patterns make updating of two-year college mathematics faculty (TYCMF)

impor;Itive.

Furthermore, retraining of the clirrent staff is feasible. Since

.ipproxlmately one-half of the faculty is under 45 and can expect to teach

for at least another twenty years, efforts expended to update current

faculty can have long-term benefits to the institutions involved. A sub-

stlutial portion of TYCMF attempt to update their skills themselves by

enrollments in graduate courses and attendance at conferences.

In the past, faculty have preferred short, intensive courses,

.;abhatical year formats or summer session programs. Current formal

advanced degree programs do not fill the need for TYCMF renewal.

Continu.ng education needs of TYCMF should be met through expansion

of government funding, endeavors by professional mathematical societies,

industry and business support, and college and faculty action.

The consequences of lack of action in TYCMF continuing education

are grim. There will he further inroads into two-year college programs,

such as has occurred in remedial mathematics since four-year colleges

started offering such courses. It is more efficient and less expensive

to retrain and update TYCMF than to create or utilize other institutions

whose design might, in the long run, be less effective than the two-year

college has been.



iTRRENT CoNTINUIN6 EIWC,\TIoN NEEOS or Two-WAR COLLKF,
MATHEMATICS FACULTY MUST itI MET!

IIEVEL0PMENTS IN TECHNOIAWY MAKE UPPATINC OF TWO-YEAR COLLKE
MAThEMATICS FACULTY SKILLS IMPERAME.

A crucial need tor continuing education or two-year college mathematics

Liculty (TYCMF) is not hard to show. In fact, instituting methods of

ti w: math teachers was a 1,,oy recommt-ndation of report,

Edocating Americans for the 21st Century, by a National Science Board

Commission of the National Science Foundation (NSI ). The iced for updating

TYCMF is just as great and can be found in at least four areas---content,

curriculum, methodology and attitude.

,14 a result primarily of the rapid developments in technology, notably

computers, both content taught at the two-year college in mathematics and

approaches to teaching mathematics should undergo considerable change.

Many TYCMF do not have skills to handle such approaches and courses.

As indicated in the 1983 report, "New Goals for Mathematical Sciences

Education", by the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences (CBMS), "The

challenges and opportulties arising from computer science will have a

significant impact on mathematical sciences education....The content of

traditional courses such as linear algebra and calculus will be affected by

computing. Computers will make several new mathematical science courses

such as discrete mathematics and mathematical modeling of great importance,

and new faculty will routinely use computing in their research and teaching.

Thus, it is critical for efforts in renewal of collegiate mathematical

sciences faculty to develop awareness of computers and the mathematical
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mei limds t heY I top 1 ." l'he report furl her st.ite!i , "CH leg,' at e I lenity will

need prograDv; t mc e,e,c, t hot r knnw ...prnhIet -';oI Yi Ol I he

1111)osed, real-wmrld smrt,...the mithematles of t .chrmlogy studios, and the

MAR': now examples mf applicatimuF, In service cmurses In areas just

hoginning to, use mathematics as an important tool."

In a study funded by NSF and the Rocky Mountain Mathematics Consortium,

"An Inquiry Into the Graduate TralnIng Needs of Two-Ymr College Teachers

,if Mathematics," the statement is made that the current situation in

two-year colleges points to the "...clear need for F. regular and sustained

program of continuing educat.'on for.- '_wo-year college mathematics faculty."

The biggest deterrent to providing mathematically competent citizens In

our country Is the lack of quaified mathematics teachers. Perhaps even

the ,ommon defense and general we'.' are t..) our country is threatened by this

situation (Willoughby, 1983).

A 1981 CLAMS surveY of undergraduate mathematics indicates that in

two-year occupational/technical programs the number of students now eltceeds

college transfer enrollments. Since 1975, ct.mputer course-enrollments have

exploded and now ,mtnumber those In calculus. "3uildIng on a small base in

1975, computing courses jumped by 850%!" (McKelvey, 1979). Access to

computers is up sharply, but the use of computers in mathematics teaching

has increased little !iince 1975. The growth in remedill course enrollments

has slowed, but still amounts to 42% of two-year college mathematical

science enrollments.

Further, William C. Missimer, Jr., Executive Vice-President, Pratt &

Whitney Group, United Technologies Corporation, states that, "Within three
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e , there i I i lie A II percent illeted'oi Itt i, 111, I lor lee 1111 C ;I

it t ,." 1It l urt lter ,1 it "i;,11 Aro tinding it tl icult t.t meet

rv's demands ior ,ngineers hoeawie many of the schools don't have

faculty....In computer. science, where there is a burgeoning need,

percent of the lacnIty positions are going begging."

As A result of this new content, growing out of the rapid development

modern technology and changing patterns of student enrollment, there is

A vast need for curricular change. As stated in "New goals for Mathematical

i(lcoi; Education," the CBMS report, "The fundamentals of mathematics

desirable for students at...college levels have, in the view of many

mAthomatics educators, changed radically, yet the changes are not reflected

in core curricula." As further evidence of the need for curricular reform,

the National Science Board report, Educating Americans For the 21st Century,

recommends "...improving the quality and tv,tefulness of the curriculum."

When changing the curriculum, the Commission recommended that there be I

focus on all students, not just pre-professionals in science and

mathematics. While this recommendation applies specitically to K-I2

matImmrtics, the two-year college current l':.,. teaches all of grades 9-12

mathematics. Changes such as are recommended by this commission must there-

fore he reflected in the two-year college curriculum as well. Faculty need

to he informed regard;ng what curricular changes are needed and how to

implement them.

Better methodology in teaching is a third 6 in which TYCMF need

updating. in a recent survey, teachers indicated that their biggest

problems were teaching unmotivated students, having to cover much more
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FIHAIIV any comprehensive continuing education program must Incorporate

A considelatloh of the teaching cllmte end the attitudes of the TYCMF.

Portoruunc of teachers is a funct:iou of ability, motivation and climate.

Little has been done In staff development beyord ability (Hammonds, 1982).

Traditionally the admInistration has round I eas.ler to employ new

Instructors to perform new different tai xtions than to retrain old

Instructors. This approach workt:d as tong as the expansion of the two

year college was rapid. Now, with the slackening of growth, there is

I need for staff development (Cohen, 1982).

I. RLTRA1NINC OF CURRENT STAFF IS FEASIBLE

Such retraining anu development of TYCMF is feasible. Since

yproximately one-half cf the faculty is under 45 and can expect to

teach for at least another 20 years, efforts expended to retrain and

update current Faculty can have long-term benefits to the institutions

involved. As employment of part-time faculty continues to sky-rocket,

hiring of newly trained, young faculty in full-time positions seems

unlikely.

In 1980, 59% of the faculty reported attendance at one or more

mathematics conferences per year, while 22% said they were taking

additional graduate courses that year (Fey, 1981). So the desire and

tie ability to learn is certainly there (McKelvey, 1979).
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III. GGMMITMENT SliGlikh lil THL, HNhERI,YING THEME DEER ALL CONTINUING
EDIWATIHN ENDEAVOR.

I I the needs I or lIpdal TYGMV re I o t , a va r I et y of approaches

'mist be diligently porsued, and the underlying !hew of all such

endeavors must he commitment And cooperation on both the part of the

planners and the faculty. In "New Goals for Mathematical Sciences

Education," CMS speaks of "...the need for a contituing coulmitment from

all parties participating In renewal programs...."

The administration of the colleges must exhibit an interest In what

Is most Important to the faculty---the learning of their students. Re-

search indicates that almost every factor influencing individual develop-

ment, productivity, and creativity Is fostered by management (Duncan, 1982).

Stephen S. Willoughby, President, National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM), stated in January of 1983 that if a true national

commitment were to be made to education, then several important actions

should he taken. Notably he recommended providing "...more opportunity

and incentive for teachers to continue their professional development

through participation in activities of professional societies and through

further formal education." He further recommended standards for becoming

and remaining a teacher be improved and that the salary of every teacher

in the country be doubled. While this last recommendation seems drastic,

the recent Carnegie Foundation report noted that teachers are now among the

nation's lowest paid professionals, averaging $20,500 per year in salary.

Many jobs in industry that do not require a college education pay more than

that (Missimer, 1984).
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liJmo Alm been short courses or workshops on pedagogy sponsored by single

t kit t W; or by htst tut. ona t...owl()rt. I Tho I wIt.dsIct ors have prof erred

conrs,..s and programs in theft- teaching field, fir. Co red by tin 1 Ver-4 t, tor, close

at hand, that enabled them t o gain further know ledge I n their field and to

rise on the salary scale (Cohen, 198'2.).

The most popular formats have been short, intensive courses of three

to five days duration, sabbatical year formats, and summer session programs

(McKe 1 vey, 1979). An apparent concern, reflected in al 1 these preferences,

Is the need to protect the faculty member 's income while at the same time_

updat 1 ng ski I Is. This need must he considered in plans to update ski 1 Is so

that the faculty I s freed from the worry of financial loss during

ref_ ra I ni ng.

While participating in a formal degree program can provide a focus and

a systematic approach to continuing education, obtaining a standard

doctorate is termed "unimportant" to a majority of TYCMF (McKelvey, 1979).

Current advanced degrees available (D.A. , Ph.D. , Ed. D ) are not likely

to meet the needs of TYCMF even though obtaining such a degree Is one way

to advance both professional ly and monetari ly. The most obvious reason

f or such an attitude on the part of a majority of the faculty is that such

programs have ve nei ther the content nor the methodology needed in twoyear
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1.:loc.it ok,,Amer I r;o11 lot the 2 kt Ceot 1'Y tIlv; tirr
( I mil uovi.molit. rlf K mat he ma t +ducat lirn. Till report ?II ;It 41, litlo!.; I

ihe not lon's 200,00O secondary mathematics and science teachers...

require additional training because 6r. the rapid development of new

knowledge In mathematics and science...." To help with the educational

need; of current K-12 mathematics teachers, the Commission recommended

that NSF establish state-wide or regional teacher training programs

using the new information technologies such as telecourses and interactive

telecommunications. in addition, it was recommended that the states

develop teacher training and retraining programs with colleges,

universities and museums. Further, the states should develop regional

training and resource centers which would include computer instruction

and software evaluation. These centers could serve as the focus for

participation of business and government in education.

Usher notable advocates of increased governmental funding of faculty

retraining Include CBMS, Stephen Willoughby, President of NCTM, and Amber

Steinmetz, President of The American Mathematical Association of Two-Year

Colleges (AMATYC).

Nearly all of the current funding from NSF, historically the prime

source of governmental support for mathematics education, is either. An the
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There are ,ItrategiOs that. have proven effective in the past that should

he rc v veil and supported. The Chautauqua Short Courses and various stipends

f or summer lust [tut es and academl c year study are prime examples (CBMS ,

983 ). The NSF institutes of t he last two decades were success fu 1 programs

which rot ra ned many teachers in the current skills of the day. More than

ha If of today TYCMF previously taught In secondary schools ..and received

additional t raining In those NSF institutes.

B. ENDEAVORS BY PROFESSIONAL MATHEMATICS SOCIETIES.

Faculty retraining is current ly being undertaken by the various

professional mathematics societies, such as AMATYC, The Mathematical

Association of America (MAA), and NCTM.

MAA presents mi n 'courses at its conventions. These mini courses

are in many of the areas that have been discussed---such as discrete

mathematics and computer technology. AMATYC has been presenting work
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VIM her, 1.:(1m:At. I n}2, Atm! r I cans For 1111 7.Is,t Cent ttry recommends that "(110

prillt!-1111.11111 ietles In mnthematIes :,111011 d play an act i ve role in

ClIrrienIUM development, review and revision."

These activities by professional societies are commendable but are

only a beginning. Continuing education by professional societies Is "high

value at low cost." (Moneysmith, 1984). However, funding is needed to

expand the scope and availability of such endeavors. This additional

support should be given by the federal government, perhaps through NSF.

C. INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS SUPPORT.

An exciting and promising source of support for TYCMF development

Is business and industry. The call for active and aggressive participation'

from this source is rapidly increasing. Such participation Is appropriate

and necessary as business and industry are prime recipients of the benefits

of quality education. Since faculty skills are rusty and have not kept



pace with technological developments, it is necessary in the face of the

tremendous need and lack of sufficient resources elsewhere that business

And Industry assume A major role in the retraining of TYCMF.

As William C. Missimer, Jr. has stated, "Business and industry...must

become a focal point to bring about needed improvements in the scientific

and technological literacy of our youth....Everything that might go into

an attack on the problem must include a high-priority goal: the restoration

of competent, fully-certified math and science staffs throughout all levels

of our educational system."

He specifically recommends that business and industry should:

*Help teachers relate classwurk to the workplace by hiring
them during the school vacations.

*Invite teachers to attend in-plant training programs so
they can see how math skills are being applied.

*Send more of their employees to visit schools and discuss
the need for mathematics.

*Fund research centers on campuses where faculty, industry
and students could study new technologies.

*Provide quality programs of financial support and academic
encouragement to help ease the loss of mathematics faculty.

*Donate surplus high-technology equipment to schools.

*Work with teachers to revise curricula so that there is a
proper emphasis and balance in the changes.

The Idea of industry hiring faculty during vacations has been

advocated by others. Stephen Willoughby has said industry should be

encouraged "...to hire mathematics and science teachers during the summer

to enhance their incomes and their knowledge of how their subjects are

used in industry."
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The concept of industry and business participation in faculty

continuing education is carried a bit further in a model proposed by

Richard Afred and Nancy Nash in a recent Community College Review article.

They recognize that there is a difficulty in encouraging faculty to

update teaching skills if course content or methodology must change. To

remedy this difficulty, they proposed that faculty be placed in business

and industry settings for six to twelve months to "...learn new skills,

validate theory, study current practices, and learn problem-solving

techniques." Simultaneously, industry professionals and technicians could

be placed in the two-year colleges to teach the load of the staEr placed

in the industrial or business setting and to evaluate and modify

occupational curricula to comply with the changing echnology. The benefits

of thi plan would he the modernization of the college curricula in

accordance with emerging technology while simultaneously preparing

the faculty member t return to an academic setting to teach the new

. curricula.

Participation of business and industry in faculty development is

important also because TYCMF perceive their background as being least

adequate in the areas of application (McKelvey, 1979). Furthermore, the

plan is made more feasible by the fact that most two-year colleges already

have contacts with business and industry through liaison personnel for the

occupational, apprenticeship and technical programs. Added stimulus

for this concept could be given by local, state, and federal governments

in the form of tax credits and like incentives.

With business and industry contributing to the retraining of TYCMF,

all parties involved win. The faculty member becomes acquainted with the

11



latest technology, revitalized and gains professional enrichments.

Students benefit from an improved curriculum and a more knowledgeable

teacher. The college benefits from an updated program. Industry benefits

from a bettor trained pool of employees (Conrad, 1982). Given the sub-

stantial benefits that business and industry would reap, it is appropriate

that they contribute financially to TYCMF continuing education.

D. COLLEGE AND FACULTY ACTION.

Finally, the two-year college itself must recognize the very real

And urgent need for development of its mathematics faculty, as well as

the fact that the quality of its faculty is ultimately its own respon-

sibility. An active, coordinated effort should he instituted at once

by the two-year colleges across the nation to implement the various plans

proposed for faculty retraining. The help and support of the faculty,

professional mathematical societies, business and industry must be

solicited actively. Local, state, and federal grants must he encouraged

to recognize the place of two-year colleges in the mathematics and

science education of our student population. The various programs

already available and which are currently being instituted to retrain

K-12 mathemaics teachers must he expanded to include TYCMF.

If efforts to expand the base of support are unsuccessful, then the

two-year colleges must be prepared to extend their own resources and

programs for continuing education for TYCMF. More monies should be

provided and more sabbaticals should he awarded in the area of mathematics

and computer science to retrain faculty. If the two-year colleges want

to remain intact as the type of training institutions they are, then they

12



must make a firm commitment to retraining their mathematics faculty in

the modLrn methods and content.

The individual in many professions is responsible for keeping his or

her own skills current. In these professions the consequences of inadequate

skills may be lack of advancement or, in extreme cases, loss of employment.

Many TMiF have grown lazy as a result of employment protection provisions

of contracts and tenure laws. Such job security is certainly good to

have, but this apathy is contributing to many TYCMF rapidly having obsolete

skills. To remain a professional, it is necessary for TYCMF to actively

pursue updating of their skills as well as being the recipients of support

and actions on the part of others.

Particularly in the area of computer training, some TYCMF have

resisted learning The reasons for such avoidance include

a fearing requirement to -teach computer science rather than mathematics,

lacking either the time or financial resources to train in these areas, or

resisting the infusion of computer science into the mathematics curriculum.

The time is past when mathematicians can be ignorant about computers. Just

as resistance to classroom use of handheld calculators a few years ago

is largely a thing of the past, now computers should be regarded as

affecting almost all aspects of our lives. For mathematics teachers to

remain ignorant regarding computers is to become incompetent.

Vi. CONSEQUENES OF LACK OF ACTION.

The results of continued apathy or lack of diligence in finding a

solution to this problem are grim indeed. Declining college enrollments

and changing student bodies at fouryeat colleges and universities have

13



resulted in expansions of programs into areas regarded until recently as

the domain of the two-year college. For example, until about three years

ago, post-secondary remedial mathematics was taught almost entirely by

two-year colleges. Increasingly today, four-year colleges and univer-

sities are adding remedial mathematics courses to their curriculum.

Unless the two-year college actively assumes a greater role in

seeing that its technical and scientific staff are properly retrained,

more erosion of current programs will occur. In addition, the two-year

college will be unable to offer a modern course of study needed as a result

of our changing technology. If the demands of business and industry for

modern programs cannot be met appropriately by the two-year college, then

other institutions will be called upon to meet the need. Perhaps the four-

year colleges will step into that place, or industry and business themselves

will establish their own training programs. The two-year colleges have

been in place and functioning across the nation for half a century.

Presumedly, it is more efficient and less expensive to retrain and update

TYCMF than to create or utilize other institutions whose design might, in

the long run, be less effective than the two -year college has been and

can he.

One thing is certain. Without modern teaching techniques and

competent faculty in mathematics and science, the two-year college will be

left behind in a high-tech society.
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